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In 2015, World Fuel Services (WFS) partnered with World Energy to 
deliver Sustainable Alternative Jet Fuel (SAJF) to the aviation industry. 
World Energy’s Paramount, CA refinery is the United States‘ first and 
only fully operational, consistent producer of SAJF. 

Since 2015, WFS has delivered nearly 500K gallons of SAJF to business 
aviation and over 13M gallons to commercial customers.

WFS’ partner, World Energy, uses UOP HEFA technology to produce fuel 
that meets ASTM 7566, the specification that covers the manufacture of 
aviation turbine fuel that consists of conventional and synthetic blending 
components. This fuel has little to no sulfur or particulates and has a 
carbon footprint that is 50%+ less than conventional jet fuel. The ASTM 
7566 fuel that will be produced at this facility will be blended to a 30/70 
blend, and certified as ASTM D1655, the conventional fuel specification.  

In 2015, Gulfstream Aerospace Corp. and WFS signed an agreement 
that provides Gulfstream with a consistent supply of renewable fuels for 
its daily flight operations in Savannah.

In 2016, WFS began supplying World Energy’s Paramount refinery with 
conventional jet feedstocks for blending. WFS also distributes blended
SAJF to certain commercial carriers at LAX including the February 2018
delivery to Qantas for their first ever commercial flight to use a biofuel
blend between the United States and Australia.

WFS has been a long-time advocate of SAJF and provided 8,000 gallons
to their FBOs at the Business Jets Fuel Green: A Step Toward
Sustainability event at VNY.
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